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FOREWORD
This final, report gives the results of a stUdy which developed new parametric
analytical tools and a computer program for describing and characterizing
life support systems and tradeoffs of subsystems from a mission analysis
standpoint,
	 The scaling laws and characteristics developed !or each of the
life support, s ystem components,	 subsystems, or functional methods werepp	 Y	 P	 ^	 Y^
confirmed with equipment data obtained from the latest literature and through
a vendor survey.	 This work was performed by the Advance Biotechnology
and Power Department of the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company
Western Division (MDAC-WD), Santa Monica, California under Contract
No, NAS2-4443 for the Mission Analysis Division of NASA, Office of
Advanced Research and Technology, Moffett Field, California;
	
Work was
initiated in July 1967 and continued to August 1968 under the direction of
Robert S. Barker, Project Manager, McDonnell Douglas Astronautics
Company and Joseph D. Anderson, Technical Monitor for the Mission
Analysis Division, NASA,
The final report consists of four volumes published in the following break-
down because of physical size and utility for the users;
Report No,
Volume I:	 Summary	 DAC-56712
Volume II:
	
Parametric Relations and Scaling Laws 	 DAC-56713
Volume III:	 Computational Procedures	 DAC-56714
Volume IV:
	
Pr.ogram Manual	 DAC-56715
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Section 1
SUMMARY
I
s
The three objectives of this study were to (1) develop parametric data for life
support systems with a broadd range of ecological closures, (2) develop the
logic to implement these data computationally, and (3) develop the Fortran
program to mechanize the computations. The results nx the first of these
study objectives are reported in Volume II. The results of the second and
third objectives are summarized herein. Details concerning the second and
third objectives are found in Volume IV.
The intent of Volume III is to present the sco pe of the second and third
objectives in enough detail to facilitate evaluations of the sophistication of
the mathematical models used for life support subsystems and of the capa-
bilities and limitations of the :developed computer program. The computer
progran-i is described in ter^7:,c of the input data loadsheets, the computational
logic, the output data formats, and special program features. Sample prob-
lem specifications and plotted and tabulated computer output data are also
presented here. Sensitivity evaluations and other observations derived from
the output data sre included with the discussion of the sample problem results.
i
	 Through use of computational logic diagrams presented herein, in conjunction
with parametric data and subsystem and component details presented in
Volume II, hand calculations can be perform"-d.
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Section 2
INTRODUCTION
Life support systems for space vehicles are categorized in terms of ecological
closure. Closure extends from "open" systems such as those used in Gemini
and Apollo, to "partially closed" systems which provide recovery processes
for water and/or oxygen, and ultimately to "closed" systems which provide
food by processing biological wastes. Ecological closure is important
because of the life support system weight and volume reductions which can
be achieved through increasing the level of closure. However, increasing
closure entails increasing the amount and sophistication of life support sys-
tem equipment which collects the biological waste products; carbon dioxide,
perspired and respired water, urine, and feces; and which processes these
wastes in recovering water and 0 2
 and in producing food. The weights and
volumes of required expendable materials (water, 0 2 , and food) are reduced
as the closure is increased. Because the requirements for these materials
stem initially from crew size and mission resupply period (or mission dura-
tion when there is no resupply), the potential savings from increasing the
closure are host worthwhile for higher magnitude products (man-days) of
these two quantities.
In terms of overall vehicle considerations, there are other potential uses for
biological waste products besides life support system recovery processes.
Two potential uses, which have been given attention recently, are providing
mass for thrust for vehicle guidance and control and providing shielding and
radiation protection for crewmen.
Hand calculation determinations of complete life support system weight and
volume; requirements for power, heating, and cooling; and net accumulations
of waste products are quite time consuming. Beyond the requirements for the
basic life support system, safety and maintainability considrra.tions should be
evaluated. This extensive computational task of clescribing and characterizing
life support systems has been mechanized in the k738 Parametric Manned
Life Support Systems Fortran Program which is run on the IBM 7094 com-
puter. The program provides a computational tool that is capable of sizing
a variety of complete life support systems, determines systems and vehicle
interface requirements, and determines net accumulated waste products.
Life support systems can thus be parameterized with respect to such mission
variables as crew size, mission duration, flight path, vehicle configuration,
resupply period, flight date, and ecological closure. Life support systems
can also be parameterized with respect to life support system. variations
for tradeoff evaluations. These considerations include specifying alternate
types of equipment to accomplish particular functions and specifying varia-
tions in equipment operating characteristics such as process efficiency and
temperature of supplied liquid coolant.
The program determines equipment requirements for atmosphere and thermal
control and for supporting aiid accommodating crewmen as well as require-
ments for expendables and accumulated waste products. Emergency equip-
ment and materials and replacement spares are also computed. The require-
ments imposed upon the vehicle by the crewmen and the particular life support
system' are determined. These include items such as electrical power,
cooling and heating requirements, and meteoroid and radiation shielding.
This volume (Volume III) contains a description of the H738 program, delineat-
ing the capabilities and limitations of the program, and sample computer solu-
tions for several life support systems. Sensitivities of the computed" life
support 6ystem characteristics to various independent variables are discussed.
Volume II describes the developed parametric relations and scaling laws
which are used in the computer program in sizing life support system equip-
ment and associated expendables, and determining required electrical power,
cooling and heating. The parametric relations and scaling laws may be easily
modified through new input data from that now used with the computer program
in obtaining the sample problem solutions presented,
Volume II details the procedures used in the computer program for obtaining
heat and mass balances and other analytical quantities required in determining
life :support system characteristics,
4
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Volume IV is the Program Manual and contains the detailed information
necessary in using the computer program, in running the program on the
IBM 7094 computer, and in understanding the details of the programmed. logic
_	 including the structure of the program subroutines. Volume IV is available
in a limited number of copies.
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Section 3
COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The H738 Parametric Manned Life Support Systems Fortran Program sizes
life support systems for manned spacecraft within broad ranges of ecological
closure, crew size, space missions, resupply period, and vehicle size. A
simplified flow diagram of the complete computer program is shown in
Figure 3-1. Complete life support systems are considered to be comprised
of the eight subsystems shown within the dashed line. Computational logic
for each of these subsystems has been programmed as individual program
subroutines, The flow of program logic through these subroutines as indi-
cated on Figure 3-1 eliminates the necessity of iterating between subroutines,
regardless of the complexity of the life support system to be analyzed. The
individual functional responsibilities assigned to these subsystems are delin-
eated in Table 3-1. These subsystem responsibilities are sufficiently broad.
to include the various types of equipment required in life support systems
with ecological closure varying from "open" to "closed". Considerable vari-
ation in the types of equipment which can be selected for accomplishing
individual life support subsystem functions is provided. The program deter -
mines life support subsystem equipment weight and volume and required
electrical po•,ter, cooling, and heating to satisfy the design conditions.
Weight and volume of expendable materials (which are considered to be
resupplied for earth orbital missions with a specified resupply period) and
accumulated materials are based on average daily operating conditions.
Expendable materials include primarily food, 02 , diluent gas, and water.
Accumulated materials are determined for the total length of the mission and
are not considered to be removed during resupply operations.
In specifying a particular life support system to be characterized by the
H378 program, optional functional methods for such functions as collecting
wastes or accomplishing recovery processes are selected from a provided
list of alternate functional methods. There is no restriction on the combina-
tions of selected functional methods as long as the resulting total system is
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Figure 3.1. Parametric Life Support System Computer Program Logic Diagram
operable and feasible. During the development of this study it was found that
most life support systems of interest fall into one of three categories: "open'',
"partially closed", or "closed". It became expeditious, therefore, to assem-
ble complete sets of input data for a representative system in each of these
categories. These assembled data are provided as decks of data cards and
are also provided on magnetic tape to facilitate computer operations. These
three systems are referred to as ''baseline'' systems and may serve as a
starting point in specifying a particular life support system. As will become
more clear in the following sections, input data changes in selected functional
methods, component operating conditions, and ecuipment parametric data are
readily achieved. These changes can be made on a temporary basis when
several different combinations of individual changes are required. A partic-
ular combination of changes of appreciable interest can be imposed perma-
nently on a particular existing baseline system and a new "baseline'' system
is thereby established.
g
I
Table 3-1
SUBSYSTEM RESPONSIBILITIES AND INTERACTIONS
Subsystem Functional Responsibilities
Atmosphere Control Control cabin pressure.	 Supply stored. O 2 and
dilueiit.	 Provide airlock pumpdown, Recover O2
from collected CO 2 and./or water vapor.
Thermal Control Provide cabin atmosphere circulation and control
of its temperature and humidity.
	 Provide fluid
heating and cooling circuitry with rejection of heat
to heat sinks,	 Provide cabin wall insulation,
Water Supply Provide water storage tanks, sterilization require-
ments and the water distribution system.	 Recover
water from urine, respired and perspired water,
wash water, and fecal. ,material,
Waste Management Collection, disposal, and storage for reclamation
or accumulation of CO 2, , urine, fecal material,
and refuse.	 Removal of trace contaminants.
Food Supply Provide stored food, processing of food from
wastes, and food preparation requirements.
Crew/ Grew Support Provide space suits and clothing, EVA support
equipment, first aid and medical supplies, fire
extinguishers, personal items, and biomedical;
data equipment.
Crew Accommodations Provide living, work and recreational facilities,
gravity conditioners, lights, and biomedical
instrumentation.
System Controls n - ;s ._ de automatic and manual devices, functional
controls, arid process monitoring equipment for
the complete life support system.
3. 1 INPUT DATA
There are three basic types of information which can be obtained from char-
acterizing life support systems with the H738 program;
1. Mission analysis data such as total life support system weight,Y	 PP	 Y
volume, and required power.
9
2. Life support systems, tradeoff data such as weights of equipment
and associated expendables for a particular functional method for
collecting waste material or accomplishing a recovery process.
3. Engineering design data such as gas flow at a particular equipment
location or required liquid coolant flow for a particular component,
The input data for the computer program are described in this section and the
particular input data most pertinent to each of the th°cee types of desired data
and information listed above are clarified. The input data are specified
on loadsheets designed especially for the H738 Program. From these load-
sheets data cards are punched and are subsequently loaded with the program
decks in running the program.
3. 1. 1 Mission Analysis Data
Basic mission parameters such as crew size, flight date, and vehicle flight
path are specified on the loadsheet designated as H738 MISSION ANALYSIS
DATA LEVEL 1., see Figure 3-2. These mission analysis data are referred
to as MAD LEVEL 1 data in the discussions which follow. The MAD LEVEL 1
data are the minimum data required. in running a computer case.
Sets of data for three complete life support systems with ecological closures
described as "open", "partially closed", and "closed" have been prepared.
These sets of data are referred to as "baselines" and may be used as starting
places in formulating particular problems to be solved. Generally, the par-
ticular baseline is selected with ecological closure closest to that desired in
the life support systen;t to be studied. As indicated on Figure 3-2, the
MAD LEVEL 1 data shown call for the "partially closed'' system through the
input word, "PART", This word is located in columns 9 to 12 on data card,
MADLEVL2.
MAD ,LEVEL 2 data (H738 MISSION ANALYSIS DATA LEVEL 2 loadsheets)
specify some basic characteristics for the particular case such as cabin
atmospheric properties, gas constituents, pressure level, temperature,
and lounaidity; resupply and emergency periods; occupied cabin volumes; and
crew distributions in cabins, activity levels, and percentile. The crewmen
must be assigned to cabins with corresponding activity levels for purposes
of designing equipment in the cabins (''EQUIPMENT DESIGN" on MADLEV23
card) and must also be assigned to cabins with corresponding activity levels
10
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for purposes of determining the expendables requirements and accumulated
materials ("EXPENDABLE DESIGN" on MADLEV23 card). Thus, the equip-
ment design designations permit the equipment in each cabin to be sired large
enough to accommodate the total. crew or any designated part of the total.
,.rew, These designations apply to the Atmosphere Control, Thermal Con-
trol, and Waste Management subsystems and include 0 2 recovery units, cabin
heat exchangers, circulation fans, and atraosphere purification Loops providing
humidity control, trace contaminants removal, and CO 2
 removal equipment,
The redundancy *hich may be achieved for these three subsystems in multi-
cabin cases by specifying, for example, that the equipment in each cabin
accommodate 10OVo of the crew is indicated in the determinations of the
weight and volume of spare parts required. The activity level specified
for equipment design purposes is often set at a value corresponding to
metabolic rates somewhat higher than average for pear activity levels are
generally of short duration and the combined characteristics of the equipment
and the cabin can accommodate short transients with negligible effect.
The expendable design crew distribution in each cabin is the daily average dis -
tribution. Since expendables are sized for elapsed time periods, such as
resupply periods or mission durations, they are determined on the basis of
or_s nn. _ion rateaverage r	 ,^ p^' r d, The corresponding cr4V1j fractions per cabin should.
add up to 10OVo and the activity levels should be daily average values (MADDE V23 ).
Spare parts can be determined, as an option, for the .Atmosphere Control,
Thermal Control, Waste Management, and Water Supply subsystems.
3, 1, 2 Life Support System. Tradeoff Data
The loadsheets for these data are designated as H738 LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM-
TRADEOFF DATA, There is a set of loadsheets for each subsystem, except
the System Controland Crew Accommodations subsystems. On these loadsheets
data specify additional quantities for the crew concerning radiation protection.
their diet, and so forth; but basically the data are to specify the selected
functional methods used in accomplishing individual subsystem responsibilities
and detail equipment characteristics such as process efficiency and tempera-
tures of liquid coolant. These loadsheets and data are referred to as
14
ii
2
LSS'-TRADEOFF DATA in the following discussions. Figures 3-3 through
3-8 are the LSS-TRADEOFF DATA loadsheets. 'These are for the sample
"partially closed" system considered in Section 4,
3. 1. 3 Table Data
Loadsheets for these data are designated as H738 TABLE DATA/SCALING
LAWS and H738 TABLE DATA/PARAMETRIC RELATIONS. It is by means
of these scaling laws and parametric relations data that the appropriate
equipment characteristics are related to their design variables.
Selected functional equipment are specified for computer program solutions
through LSS-TRADEOFF DATA consisting of alphanumeric designations
indicating which functional methods have been selected, and parametric data
(TABLE DATA) supplying the relations which determine for these selected
equipment the weight, volume, required electrical power, heating, and cool-
ing as functions of their independent variables such as processed material
flow rates and crew sizr.. These 'TABLE DATA are in two forms:
1. Scaling Laws--Scaling law data are coefficients for use in algebraic
equations which relate the equipment characteristics to independent
variables. These coefficients are entered on the loadsheet similar
to Figure 3 -9, Eight different types of scaling laws are available
in the computer program. These are listed in Table 3-2, A l l AZ,
A 3 , and so forth are constant coefficients, while ^ 1 , 02 , and so
forth are the independent variables. In implementing a desired
scaling law for are equipment characteristic the most appropriate
form of those listed in Table 3-2 is selected. The input data consist
of the table number, the scaling law form number from Table 3-2,
the number of coefficients, and the values for the coefficients Al,
A2, and so forth.
Parametric Relations--Parametric relations are used to describe
graphical data as pairs of dependent and independent variable data
points Single curves (two dimensional) or families of , curves (three
dimensional) can be specified, relating equipment characteristics to
independent variables. These graphical data or parametric relations
are entered in loadsheets designated as TABLE DATA/PARAMETRIC
RELATIONS; see Figure 3-10. PARAMETRIC RELATIONS data
consist of the table number, numbers) of data points for the inde-
pendent variables or arguments used in representing the curve or
curves, the subscript number or argument flag for the independent
variables or arguments, the scale type, and the values for the
independent and dependent variables. With reference to the above,
setting the argument flag equal to 1 specifies that ^l is the argument.Each coordinate scale is either linear, logarithmic, or probabilistic.
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Table 3-2	
e
SCALING LAWS
Form
Number
1 A 1=^1=^'^^A 2
.+. +.
**A
3 AI + (A2`,1 >,,^2)
4 Al *,	 l + (A 2 -.'c^2 ) + (A3",:.3)
A 1 + (A ,i,e .i"i	 -+, pie (A	 4c ^	 ) )^+	 3 +	 1
6 A 1 + (A 2 .i. ^1 *i 	 ^A 3 ) + (A4 .i. ^2 	 5) + (A 6'',	1 ,i" .+"A 7) (^2'`"'``A 8
7 Ai + (A Z ^^'c	 l ) + (A3='
	 2 ) + (A4'<	 + (A. 5 ,1< 4 ) + (A6"5)
"	 w 9.8	 AI + (AZT 1+" ^1,+^•i^A3) + (A4_` l *"''A5) + (ACa l''^'A7^
	
28)
A given ''Table'' can either be specified by SCALING LAW data or by
PARAMETRIC RELATIONS data. Dote that the available independent
variables ^ 1 , ^2 , and so forth are automatically used in scaling laws and
are specified in parametric relations. There is one restriction in the use
of scaling laws and parametric relations for obtaining equipment charac-
teristics and that is that the definitions of the independent variable sl,2,
and so forth cannot be changed through input data. - Subroutine logic for
individual subsystems determines the values for these quantities. Despite
the restriction imposed by fixed definitions for the cg's, significant flexibility
in achieving variations in independent variables exists. For example, if
,^ l = crew size and ^2 = mission duration and scaling law 3 is originally used
to determine an equipment characteristic as a linear function of man-days,
34
r^
y
j
t
tems are loaded on tape. 	 The baseline case data specified on the MAD
r LEVEL 1 card MADLEV12 is called in and used along with the remaining
MAD LEVEL 1 data in running a particular case. 	 Any desired data cards
'
S;
comprising baseline data can be used along with the MAD LEVEL 1 data
cards, and these data cards will temporarily override the taped baseline
{ data for individual cases.
3. 2 COMPUTATIONAL LOGIC
In formulating the computational logic for the computer program, life support
systems were first divided into the eight "subsystems" with the defined
individual functional responsibilities as given in Table 3 -1.
	 These responsi-
bilities are sufficient to cover all. the various types of equipment which
should be included in life support systems in which the ecological closure
varies from "open" to "closed".
Once these subsystems were defined, it was necessary to determine a
scheme for the computational logic which maximized the availability of
required information at each computational step and which minimized itera-
tive procedures required to achieve computational steps. 	 The development
of this scheme was desirable for developing such a procedure would greatly
improve the efficiency of the computer program in terms of minimizing com-
4i
puter machine time.
	
In determining this flow of computational logic it was
found that it was particularly important to examine the computational steps
required for each subsystem and between subsystems.
	 In doing this, it was
found that Waste Management, Food Supply, Water Supply, and Atmosphere
Control Subsystems were highly interrelated.
	 It was found that sequencing4
the logic for the Crew and Crew Support,, Crew Accommodations, Thermal
Control, and System Control Subsystems, in that order, was straightforward.
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this functionality can be changed to one involving crew size only by using
scaling law l or 2. Also, other functionalities involving crew size and
mission duration in separate terms can be achieved through using other
scaling laws in the list, The use of the ^"s in formulating equipment char-
acteristics as parametric relations can be similarly modified through input
data.
Baseline data for each of the "open", "partially closed", and "closed" sys-
The Crew and Crew Support subroutine determines the basic driving condi-
tions for the required life support system. That is, the specified total nun-1-
ber of crewmen and their specified data for activity level, distributien in
cabins (for multicabin cases), and size and percentile are used to establish
required consumption rates for food, water, and oxygen and the generation
rates for respired and perspired water, CO., urine, and feces. The physical
characteristics of the support equipment required for this subsystem, as
listed in Table 3 -1, were found to be basically functions of total number of
crewmen and mission duration. Since these driving conditions are deter-
mined and since equipment sizing is assumed to be independent of other sub-
system computations, this subsystem is evaluated early in the computational
scheme. The physical characteristics of equipment in the Crew Accommoda-
tions Subsystem were similarly found to be basically functions of crew size
and mission duration. Since computed data from other subsystems are not
required, this subsystem can be effectively evaluated at any point in the com-
putational scheme. The System Control Subsystem equipment is also sized
on the basis of input data only, and this .subsystem can be evaluated at any
point in the computational scheme.
	 {
The Thermal Control Subsystem integrates the various individual cooling
and heating requirements of particular elements of other subsystems. How-
ever, it was found that no feedback from the Thermal Control Subsystem need
be imposed on these served subsystems. This feature permits this subsystem
to be evaluated at the end of the computational scheme.
Examples of interactions between the Waste Management, Food Supply,
Water Supply and Atmosphere Control Subsystems are indicated in Figure 3 -11,
3 -12, and 3 -13 for "open", "partially closed", and ''closed" systems, respec-
tively. As may be inferred from the s e figures,  these four subsystem inter -
actions become more complex as the ecological closure is increased. The
computational logic, which was developed, was formulated, to accommodate
all levels of closure. Furthermore, the logic was developed to accommodate
different functional methods within a particular subsystem which it may be
desired to select. Some of these functional methods modify the subsystem
F.
interactions from those indicated on Figure 3 -11, 3 - 1 2, and 3 -13, and the
interactions shown on these figures are considered to be only typical and
illustrative.
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Figure 3. 11. Open Life Support System
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Figure 3.12. Partially Closed Life Support System
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Figure 3 . 13, Closed Life Support System
The alternate functional methods for oxygen recovery, water recovery, car-
bon dioxide removal., gas storage, and food processing which are permissible
within the developed computational logic are given in 'Fable 3 -3, Alternate
functional methods for accomplishing functions other than those listed in this
table are provided in the logic, as are many other input data provisions con-
cerning various details of life support systems, but the alternate functional
methods listed inTable 3-3 indicate the breadth of the life support system
tradeoff evaluations which can be obtained with the program.
Of the four subsystems given in Table 3 -3, the Waste Management Subsystem
logically comes first, for the biological wastes must first be collected prior	 n
Table 3 -3
MAJOR ALTERNATE F Ul ,',r CTIOINAL METHODS
Provided Functional
Subsystem	 Functional Item Methods
Atmosphere Control	 CO 2 reduction 1. Bosch
2. Sabatier - C114 vent
3. Sabatier - CZH ? vent
4. Sabatie r - C
colle ction
5. Molten carbonate
6. Solid electrolyte
Water electrolysis 1. Rotating cell with H.
diffusion
2. Double membrane with
1-12504 electrolyte
3. Water vapor cell
4. Membrane cell with
KOH electrolyte
Water Supply	 Water recovery 1. Closed-cycle air
evaporation
Z. Vapor compression
3. Vapor pyrolvsis
4. Electrodialysis
5. Mult"ifiltration
'Waste Management	 CO2 Collection 1. Lithiur" -trn hydro1 -
2. Molecular sieve /silica
gel - isothermal beds
3. Molecular sieve -
adiabatic beds
4. Molecular sieve/silica
gel - partially iso-
thermal beds
5. Electrodialysis
6. Solid amine 
7. Carbonation cell
8. Liquid absorption
Food Supply	 Food processing 1. Hydrogenomonas
2. Glycerol
to being processed for recovery purposes. Now consider the individual
wastes of carbon dioxide, urine, and feces, It is assumed that carbon
dioxide collected for recovery purposes is all, or partially, used for food
processing and/or oxygen recovery. Food processing takes precedence
with regard to collected carbon dioxide. Any unused crrbon dioxide is
assumed to be dumped to space. Urine and fecal material collected for
recovery purposes is all or partially used in food processing or in w;utcr
recovery, Food processing takes precedence also with regard, to available
urine and fecal material. When food processing is specifiod without water
recovery, unused urine and fecal material are assumed to be accumulated xor
uses such as radiation shielding. When water recovery from urine;
	 speci-
fied, in any combination with other processes, all available urine (after food
processing) is assumed to be processed.
Due. to the provision of the option for deterinining storage requirement for
urine and fecal material whioli are not processed for food, it is necessary
first to determine the amounts of urine and fecal material which are actually
processed for food. Accordingly, the computational logic transfers out of
the Waste Management subroutine to the :Food Supply subroutine; determines
the food processing requirements for carbon dioxide, urine, and fecal
material (as well as determining the stored food ss upple me nU); and then
returns to the Waste Management subroutine. This computational procedure
is indicated in Figure 3 -1. Accumulated urine and fecal material storage
requirements, as well as the balance of the subsystem characteristics, are
determined in the Waste Management subroutine; and upon completion, the
computational logic then proceeds to the Water Supply subroutine.
All of the information required by the Water Supply subroutine in its com-
putations for water storage, distribution, and recovery characteristics is
available with one important exception. This exception is the amount of
water required by the Atmosphere Control Subsystem for conversion to oxy-
gen and hydrogen through electrolysis processes. If water electrolysis is
included in the system, the corresponding water use rate must be available
for the water tankage computations. The water tanks are determined by the
expendable water which must be provided on board the vehicle at launch.
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Later in a mission the tanks are used for any resupplied water. For systems
which generate excess water, total accumulated watey at the end of the niis -
sion is determined.
A tentative water balance, exclusive of electrolysis water requirements, is
determined in the Water Supply subroutine. This balance includes all the
water flows shown on Figure 3-14 with the exception of water supply rates to
either the optional water vapor electrolysis unit or to the optional liquid
water electrolysis unit. The tentative water balance indicates either a water
deficit (expendable water is required) or that excess water is available. One
of the optional c{cygen recovery methods uses some or all of this excess
water for electrolysis, but it does not permit the use of expendable water.
For this method, n'iakeup oxygen is provided. Other optional oxygen recovery
methods permit the use of expendable water for electrolysis purposes.
At -this point the computational logic transfers to the Atmosphere Control
Subroutine (see Figure 3-1) for the determination of the stored atmospheric
gas and oxygen recovery unit needs. The Atmosphere Control Subsystem is
LOSS DUE TO
CREW INTAKE
PROCESSOR
ROC
	 ^^IN^EFF I C I ENCY
WATER	 OCES^
j FECALCREW	 PROCESSOR
FOOD	
ATEPREPARATION	 CONDENS
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CABIN	 T
LEAKAGEWATER	 AND CO2
	
VAPOR
ELECTROLYSI S
	 WASH WATER
	 STERILIZATION
ELECTROLYSIS Lj E	 PROCESSORH	 REMOVAL	  =
ELECTRODIALYSIS	 FOOD
H2O
	 FLUSH	
PROCESSOR	
WASH
H2O
	
WATER	
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"20
Figure. 3-14. Water Flow Diagram
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cornpleWly characterized before the logic returns to the Water Supply Sub-
routine	 water electrolysis rates. The recomputation of the systel-11 vat 
balance yields the true water balance, and the water supply equipment,
expendables, and accuiiiulated material are deterr, ned,
All the individual heat loads imposed either upon the liquid cooling loop or
convected to cabin atniospheres are now available, The individual heating
loo
.
n. requirements for each unit or subsystem have been deterinined. The
logic supplies these needs to the Thermal Control subroutine and sizes the
required heat exchangers, fans, plumbing, space radiator and other thermal
control equipment.
The logic for the System Controls Subsystem is very simple as can be seen
from the developed paraixietric data in Volume 11, This logic is located in
the final results printout subroutine in the computer program,
Individual	 bbreviated logic diagrams for the other life support subsysterxas
are presented in Figure 3 -15 through 3-22. These diagrams are intended to
VEHICLE INTEGRATION
COMPUTE CABIN LENGTHS AND CABIN WALL AREAS,
SIZE CABIN WALL INSULATION AND DETERMINE CORRESPONDING WALL
HEAT TRANSFER FOR VEHICLE DESIGN POINT.
COMPUTE LEAK RATES FOR 02, WATER VAPOR, CO2, AND DILUENT GAS(IF USED).
SIZE METEOROID SHIELDING AND RADIATION SHIE-')ING AND/OR BIOWELL
I	 (IF SPECI FIE D),
CREW AND CREW SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM
COMPUTE TIME AVAILABLE FOR SPACECRAFT OPERATIONS. COMPUTE
TIME REQUIRED FOR MAINTENANCE DUTIES. REMAINING TIME AFTER
SPACECRAFT OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE IS USED FOR PERSONALDUTIES, SLEEP, AND RECREATION.
SIZE SPACE SUITS AND CLOTHING.
SIZE PERSONAL ITEMS, INSTRUMENTATION, CONTROLS, FIRST AID AND
MEDICAL SUPPLIES, AND EVA SUPPORT EQUIPMENT. DETERMINE POWER,
THE INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS POWER IS CONSIDERED TO BE
USED FOR LONG ENOUGH ELAPSED TIME PERIODS INTO 12 HOURS PER
DAY) TO BE CONSIDERED AS AVERAGE POWER. THE POWER DEMANDS
OF THE OTHER EQUIPMENT IN THIS GROUPING ARE VERY INTERMITTENT
AND HAVE A SMALL EFFECT ON AVERAGE POWER.
DETERMINE CREWMEN WEIGHT, HEIGHT, AND SURFACE AREA.
DETERMINE "EQUIPMENT DESIGN" METABOLIC RATE AND CORRESPONDING
0 CONSUMPTION AND GENERATION RATES FOR CO21 RESPIRED WATER ANDPERSPIRED WATER.
ifiI
91-
YES	 IS DETAILED CREWMAN MASS AND 	 NO
THERMAL BALANCE REQUIRED?
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN METABOLICFRO 11,4 HEAT AND MASS BALANCE 	 RATE AND LATENT HEAT DUE TOEQUATIONS, ITERATIVELY COM-
PUTE SWEAT RATE, CONVECTED 	 RESPIRED AND PERSPIRED WATER
HEAT, RADIATED HEAT, AND 	 IS THE SENSIBLE HEAT.
CORRESPONDING CLOTHING AND
SKIN TEMPERATURES.
CREW ACCOMMODATIONS SUBSYSTEM
SIZE INSTRUMENTATION, CONTROLS, AND LIGHTING EQUIPMENT,
DETERMINE POWER, ONLY THE LIGHTING POWER IS CONTINUOUS;
THE POWER FOR THE OTHER EQUIPMENT IS INTERMITTENT.
SIZE LIVING, WORK AND RECREATIONAL FACILITIES; AND GRAVITY
CONDITIONING CENTRIFUGE. DETERMINE POWER THIS POWER IS
INTERMITTENT AND HAS A SMALL EFFECT ON AVERAGE POWER.
Figure 3.17. Crew Accommodations Subsystem Logic Diagram
complement the foregoing discussions concerning the program and subsystem
computational logic; and they are intended to be complete enough to facilitate
hand calculations of life support system characteristics when they are used
in conjunction with subsystem and component logic and parametric data pre
rented in Volume II.
3.3 OUTPUT DATA
Tabular output data on three levels of detail are produced by the program.
Examples of these data are shown in Figures 3 -23 through 3 -34. The se
levels are described as follows
1. Engineering data--This output consists of detailed information
such that components like tubing, ducting, heat exchangers, and
fans can be sized. This printout is optional. See Figures 3 -23
through 3-27 for examples.
2	 Subs stem rinto t This ut t
	 s'sts f	 ^l't t'	 b	 t
ti
.	 y	 p	 u -..	 o pu con i	 o qud a 1ve su sys em
data comprised of verbal equipment qualifications and statements
of particular problem areas; and quantitative data consisting of
physical characteristics of individual subsystem equipment,
40
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WASTE MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM (WMS)
F
SUM URINE FECES GENERATION RATES FOR CREWMEN IN EACH CABIN,
COMPUTE REQUIREDC0 7 COLLECTION RATE FOR EACH CABIN,GENERATION RATES MINUS LEAKAGE RATES.
SIZE CO2 COLLECTION EQUIPMENT FOR EACH CABIN FOR NORMAL OPERATIONS.
THIS INCLUDES WEIGHT, VOLUME, AND POWER; AND COOLING AND HEATING
LOADS WITH CORRESPONDING LIQUID FLOWS BASED UPON "EQUIPMENT DESIGN"
CREW FRACTIONS PER CABIN AND ACTIVITY LEVELS. COOLING AND HEATING
LOADS ARE THEN ADJUSTED ON THE BASIS OF "EXPENDABLE DESIGN" CREW
FRACTIONS PER CABIN AND "EQUIPMENT DESIGN" ACTIVITY LEVELS. COMPUTE
EXPENDABLES.
.SIZE CO2 COLLECTION EQUIPMENT FOR EACH CABIN FOR EMERGENCY OPERATIONS.
WEIGHT, VOLUME, POWER, COOLING, HEATING AND EXPENDABLES ARE BASED ON
EMERGENCY ACTIVITY LEVELS (E.G. „' 1000 BTU/HR FORGO PERCENTILE CREWMEN)
AND "EXPENDABLE DESIGN" CREW FRACTIONS PER CABIN.
SIZE CHARCOAL BED HOUSING AND EXPENDABLE ELEMENTS FOR EACH CABIN.
SIZE CATALYTIC BURNER ' AND EXPENDABLES FOR EACH CABIN. DETERMINE
REQUIRED POWER.
RETURN TO WMS WITH COMPUTED VALUES FOR URINE,
FECES, AND CO 2
 REQUIRED FOR FOOD PROCESSING. FROM FSS
SIZE URINE COLLECTOR FOR USE DURING LAUNCH, RE-ENTRY, AND EVA.
SIZE URINE COLLECTION EQUIPMENT FOR NORMAL OPERATION.
DETERMINE REQUIRED POWER AND EXPENDABLES, AND ACCUMULATED
MATERIAL ALONG WITH CONTAINERS.
SIZE URINE AND FECAL COLLECTION SAGS FOR EMERGENCY OPERATION.
SIZE FECAL COLLECTION EQUIPMENT FOR NORMAL OPERATION. COMPUTE REQUIRED
POWER AND EXPENDABLES, AND ACCUMULATED MATERIAL ALONG WITH CONTAINERS.
FECAL MATERIAL REQUIRED FOR FOOD PROCESSING IS ASSUMED TO BE COLLECTEDSEPARATELY AND IS NOT USED IN SIZING THIS EQUIPMENT.
SIZE REFUSE COLLECTION BAGS, CONTAINERS, DEBRIS RECEPTACLE, AND PORTABLE
VACUUM CLEANER. DETERMINE POWER, ACCUMULATED MATERIAL, BAGS, AND
CONTAINERS.
^. ry
Figure 3-18 (concluded). Waste Management Subsystem Logic Diagram 	 " "F
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FOOD SUPPLY SUBSYSTEM (FSS)
DETERMINE AMOUNT OF FOOD TO BE PROCESSED SUBJECT TO AVAILABLE
WASTES. THIS IS BASED ON TOTAL REQUIRED FOOD AND SPECIFIED
FRACTION OF TOTAL FOOD TO BE PROCESSED,
DETERMINE RATES FOR WASTE MATERIALS USED BY FOOD PROCESSOR AS
LIMITED BY EITHER SPECIFIED FRACTION OF FOOD TO BE PROCESSED OR
AVAILABILITY OF WASTES. DETERMINE GENERATION RATES OF FOOD
02, CARBON AND WATER.
SIZE FOOD PROCESSOR. DETERMINE REQUIRED POWER, COOLING, AND
HEATING.
SIZE STORED FOOD AND FOOD MANAGEMENT FACILITIES. DETERMINE
REQUIRED POWER, COOLING AND HEATING. THESE LOADS ARE INTER-
MITTENT AND DO NOT SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECT AVERAGE LOADS,
DETERMINE EXPENDABLES AND ACCUMULATED MATERIALS.
SIZE EMERGENCY STORED FOOD SUPPLIES.
Figure 3-19. Food Supply Subsystem Logic Diagram
expendables, spare parts, accumulated material, and emergency
equipment and materials. Summed subsystem equipment, spares,
and emergency equipment; and summed subsystem expendables are
also printed. See Figures 3 -28 through 3 -33 for examples,
3. Life support system printout--This output consists of total life
support system equipment weight, volume, and power; and weight
and volume of expendables. Total accumulated material weight
and volume, and the meteoroid shield, radiation shield, and biowell
characteristics are also printed, Figure 3 -34 is an example.
3.4 SPECIAL PROGRAM FEATURES
In addition to sizing various elements of life support systems for use during
normal operations, the program sizes emergency life support system equip-
ment for use during an emergency period of specified duration, and deter-
mines spare parts which would be required for replacement following random:
failures of life support system equipment. Required electrical power, cool-
ing, and heating are determined. Adequate meteoroid and radiation shielding
for crew safety are optionally computed.
TO ACS,-N►
FROM ACS---
SIZE WATER STORAGE TANKS. DISTRIBUTION LINES, PUMPS, AND
MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT. DETERMINE REQUIREDPOWER.
SIZE WATER STERILIZATION EQUIPMENT. DETERMINE POWER.
PASTEURIZATION METHOD INVOLVES HEATING OF CABIN ATMOSPHERE.
WATER SUPPLY SUBSYSTEM (WSS)
COMPUTE WATER BALANCE WITHOUT WATER SUPPLIED TO ATMOSPHERE
CONTROL SUBSYSTEM FOR WATER ELECTROLYSIS TO DETERMINE AVAIL-
ABLE EXCESS WATER (IF ANY). ITEMS INVOLVED IN THIS MASS BALANCE
COMPUTATION ARE BASED ON THE "EXPENDABLE DESIGN" CREW FRACTIONS
PER CABIN AND ACTIVITY LEVELS AND INCLUDE:
CREMEN WATER CONSUMPTION RATES; WASH WATER RATE; WATER
RECOVERY PROCESSOR EFFICIENCIES AND PROCESS RATES FOR URINE,
FECES, AND CONDENSATE, FOOD PROCESSOR REQUIREMENTS FOR STORAGE
VATER, URINE WATER, AND FECAL WATER AND FOOD PROCESSOR WATER
GENERATION RATE; FLUSH WATER RATE: WATER VAPOR IN CABIN LEAKAGE;AND WATER LOST OVERBOARD, GENERATED, OR CONSUMED BY CO2 COLLECTOR.
THE ADIABATIC, AND PARTIALLY ADIABATIC ADSORPTION BEDS INVOLVE WATER
VAPOR VENTED OVERBOARD, LIOH AND THE CARBONATION CELL GENERATE
WATER VAPOR, AND THE ELECTRODIALYSIS METHOD OF CO2 COLLECTION
CONSUMES LIQUID WATER.
TRANSFER TO ATMOSPHERE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM.
RETURN TO WSS WITH COMPUTED PORTION OF EXCESS WATER
USED FOR WATER ELECTROLYSIS.
ADJUST WATER BALANCE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ABOVE.
SIZE WATER RECOVERY UNITS, DETERMINE REQUIRED POWER, HEATING,
COOLING, AND EXPENDABLES. DETERMINE ACCUMULATED MATERIALS.
A	
.^
TMOSPHERE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (ACS)
SIZE AIRLOCK PUMP ANO CABIN ATMOSPHERE LOSSES DUE TO AIRLOCKOPERATION FOR EACH CABIN,
COMPUTE 02 AND DILUENT MAKEUP FOR EACH CABIN, METABOLIC CON-
SUMPTION, CABIN LEAKAGE, FOOD PROCESSING, CO2 COLLECTION BY
ELECTRODIALYSIS OR CARBONATION CELL AND AIRLOCK USAGE AFFECT
THESE COMPUTATIONS,
FOR EACH CABIN DETERMINE O2 RECOVERY SYSTEM MASS RATES AT
VARIOUS EQUIPMENT LOCATIONS FOR SUCH MATERIALS AS 02,H2, CO22,
WATER VAPOR, LIQUID WATER, CHq, AND C2H2 AS MAY BE INVOLVED IN
THE 02 RECOVERY SCHEME USED, CO2 REDUCTION EFFICIENCY, LIQUID
WATER ELECTROLYSIS, WATER VAPOR ELECTROLYSIS, AND METHANECRACKER EFFICIENCY AFFECT THESE MASS RATES,
SIZE 02 RECOVERY EQUIPMENT AND DETERMINE REQUIRED POWER,
HEATING, AND COOLING LOADS WITH CORRESPONDING COOLANT FLOWS
`	 ON THE BASIS OF "EQUIPMENT DESIGN" CREW FRACTIONS PER CABIN AND
ACTIVITY LEVELS, COOLING AND HEATING LOADS ARE THEN ADJUSTED
ON THE BASIS OF "EXPENDABLE DESIGN" CREW FRACTIONS PER CABIN
AND "EQUIPMENT DESIGN" ACTIVITY LEVELS, DETERMINE EXPENDABLES
AND ACCUMULATED MATERIALS,
DETERMINE 02
 GAS STORAGE SUPPLY RATE FOR EACH CABIN,
SIZE GAS STORAGE TANKS FOR 0 2
 AND DILUENT FOR NORMAL OPERATION.DETERMINE POWER.
DETERMINE EMERGENCY PERIOD 02 AND DILUENT GAS STORAGE SUPPLY
RATES. NO OXYGEN RECOVERY OR FOOD PROCESSING 02 FLOWS ARE
INCLURED. METABOLIC CONSUMPTION, CABIN LEAKAGE, CABIN RE-
PRESSURIZATIONS, AND CO 2
 COLLECTION BY THE ADIABATIC OR PARTIALLY
ADIABATIC ADSORPTION BEDS AFFECT THESE RATES,
SIZE EMERGENCY PERIOD GAS STORAGE TANKS FOR 02 AND DILUENT.(HIGH PRESSURE STORAGE METHOD IS ASSUMED.)
Figure 3-21. Atmosphere Control Subsystem Logic Diagram
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THERMAL CONTRO1 SUBSYSTEM (TCS)
FOR EACH CABIN, ITERATIVELY BALANCE ATMOSPHERE PURIFICATION LOOP
FLOW, LOOP PRESSURE DROP, BLOWER PRESSURE RISE, AND THERMAL
CHARACTERISTICS FOR NORMAL OPERATIONS. THE LOOP IS ASSUMED OPEN
TO THE CABIN ATMOSPHERE FOR THIS MODE, THE "EQUIPMENT DESIGN" CREW
FRACTIONS PER CABIN AND ACTIVITY LEVELS ARE USED. DETERMINE POWER.
SIZE BLOWER, DUCTING, WATER SEPARATOR, DEHUMIDIFYIN x CONDENSER ANDMISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT, THE COOLANT FLOWS TO THE DEHUMIDIFYING
CONDENSERS AnE DETERMINED. THE CONDENSER HEAT LOADS ARE THEN
ADJUSTED ON THE BASIS OF "EXPENDABLE DESIGN" CREW FRACTIONS PERCABIN AND "EQUIPMENT DESIGN" ;ACTIVITY LEVELS.
ITERATIVELY BALANCE THE ATMOSPHERE PURIFICATION LOOPS FOR
EMERGENCY OPERATIONS. THE LOONS ARE CLOSED AND OPERATE AS SUIT
LOOPS WITH CREWMEN IN SPACESUITS DURING THESE CONDITIONS.
EMERGENCY ACTIVITY LEVELS (E.G., 1000 BTU/HR FOR 50 PERCENTILE
CREWMEN) AND "EXPENDABLE DESIGN" CREW FRACTIONS PER CABIN ARE
USED. DETERMINE POWER AND SIZE SUIT LOOP COMPRESSORS AND CON-
-	 DENSING HEAT EXCHANGERS. DETERMINE COOLANT FLOWS TO THECONDENSERS.
LARGER OF TWO CONDENSERS SIZED ABOVE IS SELECTED.
SIZE CABIN ATMOSPHERE VENTILATION FANS.
SIZE CABIN HEAT EXCHANGERS AND ASSOCIATED FANS 014 BASIS OF
"EQUIPMENT DESIGN" CREW FRACTIONS PER CABIN AND ACTIVITY LEVELS.
DETERMINE FAN POWER AND FLOW OF COOLANT TO CABIN HEAT EXCHANGERS.REVISE CABIN HEAT EXCHANGER HEAT LOADS ON BASIS OF "EXPENDABLE
DESIGN" CREW FRACTIONS PER CABIN AND "EQUIPMENT DESIGN" ACTIVITY
LEVELS.
Figure 3.22. Thermal Control Subsystem Logic Diagram
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ITERATIVELY BALANCE COOLING LOOP FLOW AND TEMPERATURE MIXTURES
AT THE OUTLETS OF THE COMPONENTS GROUPED IN PARALLEL FOR THE
COOLEST AND MEDIUM TEMPERATURE LEVELS. ANY NECESSARY SUPPLE-
MENTAL FLOWS FROM THE LOOP RETURN AND/OR SUPPLY STREAMS REQUIRED
TO ACHIEVE THE SPECIFIED MEDIUM AND HOTTEST INLET TEMPERATURES AND
GROUPED PARALLEL COMPONENT FLOWS ARE PROVIDED. COOLANT FLOW
AND INLET TEMPERATURE TO THE INTERFACE HEAT EXCHANGER ARE DETER-
MINED WHEN THE LOOP IS BALANCED,
THE SPACE RADIATOR IS SIZED. USE OF EITHER A WATER EVAPORATOR OR
EXTENSION OF THE SPECIFIED RADIATOR AREA MAY BE NECESSARY IN
ACHIEVING A FEASIBLE COOLING SYSTEM. TUBE DIAMETER, TUBE SPACING,
AND VEHICLE CIRCUMFERENTIAL PASSES PER TUBE ARE VARIED UNTIL A
^`'.,	
MINIMUM EFFECTIVE WEIGHT DUE TO THE COMBINED WEIGHT OF FLUID,
TUBING, AND METEOROID SHIELDING AND EQUIVALENT WEIGHT DUE TO POWER
IS DETERMINED.
I	 SIZE INT,.RFACE HEAT EXCHANGER AND DETERMIN7_- ITS PRESSURE DROP.	 I
IF APPLICABLE, SIZE WATER EVAPORATOR AND EXPENDABLE WATER.
I
SIZE COOLING LOOP TUBING, PUMP, AND MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT.
DETERMINE POWER.
ITERATIVELY BALANCE HEATING LOOP FLOWS AND TEMPERATURES BY
APPLYING BASIC PROCEDURE USED FOR BALANCING THE COOLING LOOP.
SIZE INTERFACE HEAT EXCHANGERS, HEATING LOOP TUBING, PUMP, AND
MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT. DETERMINE POWER.
SIZE EMERGENCY COOLING SYSTEM EVAPORATOR AND EXPENDABLE WATER.
Figure 3-22 (Conclude6,."fhermal Control Subsystem Logic Diagram
CRFW AND CREW SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM ENGINEERING DATA
CREWMEN DATA
CA))IN NUMB('R OF CRLWMFN CREWMEN CREWMEN ACTIVITY
14UMIIFR CREWMEN WEIGHT HEIGHT SURFACE LEVEL
ARCA (NOMINAL)
(KGPAMS) (METERS) (METERS**2) (FRACTION)
1 0,?OOOC	 01 0.1469F 03 007600 01 0.3786E 01 0.1500E:
	
01
roon,nXYGENPAND WASTE PER LAY
CAR(1"JI(YDRATES PROTEINS FATS OXYGEN USC CU2 GENERA- INDIGESTIBLE
RATC TION RATE BULK
(KGRAMS) (KGPAMS) (KGRAMS) (MFrERS**3)(METERS **3) (KGRAMS)
0.6621E 00 0.1469E 00 0.?046E 00 0.1123E	 01 0.9727E 00 0 * 1934E 00
WATER BALANCE PER DAY
TOTAL WATFR TOTAL MF1A- TnIAL WATER TOTAL URINE WATER LOST WATER LOST
INTAKE RATE bnLIC WATER f)UTPUT PRODVCrIUN DUE TO DUE TO
PRUDU(,TIUN AFSPIRATION PFKSPIRATION
(K6RAMS) (KGRAMS) (KGRAMS) (KGRAMS) (KGRAMS) (KGRAMS)
0.5673F.	 01 0.6529r.	 00 0.6326E 01 0.3392E 01 0,1355E 01 0..1355E 01
HEAT RALANCr(FOR EQUIPMENT SIZING)
TOTAL META- srNSIPLE LAT'FNT	 LATENT	 SENSIBLE
HOLIC RATL HCAT LUSI HEAT LOST	 HEAT LOST	 NEAT LOST
BY RCSPIRA- 6Y RESPIRA- BY PERSPIR-RY RADIA-
TION TION	 ATION	 TION AND
CONVECTION
(KWATT-HR) (KWATTS) (KWATTi)	 (KWATTS)	 (KWATTS)
nAY
0.1?49E	 0? 0.0000F-3d	 0.8616E-01 0.8616E-01 	 0,3490E 00
CREW ANO CREW SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM FNGINEFRING DATA
CREW SUPPORT DATA
FIRS1	 AID AND MEDICAL	 3UPPLILS PERSONAL	 ITEMS
wF.IGHT V(10IME POWER	 WEIGHT	 VQLUME	 POWER
(KGRAMS) (t4** 3) (KWATTS)	 (KGRAMS)	 (M**3)	 (KWATTS)
0.1286E 03 0.2797E 01	 0.1260E 00	 0.4716E 02	 0 * 121SE 01	 0.8000E-02
SPACE SUITS AND CLOTHING EVA SUPPORT
WF I GHT Vf1L11ME POWER	 WEIGHT	 VOLUME	 POWER
(KGRAMS) (M**3) (KWATTS)	 (KGRAMS)	 (M**3)
	 (KWATTS)
0.5903E
	
03 0.3949E 01 0.5993F	 03	 0.2211F.,01	 0.3672F.	 00
Figure 3.23. Samp le Engineering Printout for the Crew and Crew S upport Subsystem
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WASTE MANAGEMENT SUDSYST01 ENGINCERIN( 	 DATA
CARBON DIOXIDE COLLECTION
CABIN NUMBER OF	 MAXIMUM CO2	 EMERCL4CY CUZ
CREWMEN	 REMOVAL RAZE	 RCMUVAL RATE
(KGRAMS/HR)	 (KGRAMS/HR)
1 0.20001: 01	 09161SE 00	 0.3641E 00
ZEDL^TEPFUUK BED	 ISOTHERMAL
WEIGHT	 ,)F VnLOME OF	 011WER OF	 HEAT LOST	 COOLING HEAT GAINED
COLLFMI R COLLECTOR	 COLLECTPR	 T el COOLING	 FLUID FLAW FROM HEAT-
FLUID
	
RAIE ING FLUID
(KGRAMS) (M**3)	 (KWATTS)	 (K4ATTS)	 (KG/HR) (KWATTS)
0 * 5406P 07 0.2844E 00	 0.1,` 92E 00	 0.5254E 00	 0,3506E 03 0.6846E 00
(EXPENDABLES)
,lC t rai t VOLUME OF
	
WEIGHT (IF	 WEIGHT OF	 A T40SPHER I C
►vA rFR LOST	 WATER LOST	 UXYGEN	 ► (YDRi1GFN	 GAS	 LOST
GCNFRATE9	 GENE P ATE n
(KG/HR) (M*^VHR)
	
(KG/HR)	 (KG/HR)	 (KG/HR)
O .00OOF -38 	 11.0000E-38	 0.0000E-38
LITHIUM HYDRCIXI w 	 nFI1
(EMERGENCY (PERATION)
WE I GHT VnLUME	 LIF	 WEIGHT	 nF	 V(')L'JMC	 OF	 WEIGHT	 OFAim
CANISTERS CANISTERS	 LirmuM	 LIIH\UM	 WATER
AND ACCES, AND ACCES.	 HYURUXIDE	 HYUR(lafIDE	 GENERATED
(KGRAMS) (METER5**3)	 (KGRAMS)	 (MFTFRS**3)	 (KGPAMS/HR)
0.8147E_01 0.1054E U0	 0.5462E U?	 0.1442E 00	 0.1489E 00
TRACE CONTAMINATFS REMOVAL
CABIN Nn.= 1
CHARCOAL Bf D************^^****#*** ^***********^*^t
EQUIPMENT FOUIPME`NT	 EXPFNDABLF	 EXPENDABLE
WFYC, HT VOLUME	 WEIGHT	 VOLUME
(KGR4MS) (M**3)	 (K6RAMS)	 (M**3)
0.1424E
	
07
CATALYTIC
0.7560E-02
	 0.8424E	 0;	 0.2099E-01
B1^`RNER************* *?M*******************#****
EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT	 EXPENDABLE
	 EXPENDABLE
WEIGHT VOLUME
	 POWER	 WEIGHT
	
VOLUME
(KGRAMS) (M**3)	 (!(WATTS)	 (KGRAMS)	 (M**3)
0.6375E 01 0.2762E-01
	 0.8352E-01	 0.0000E-38
	 0.0000E-38
Figure 3.24. Simple Engineering Printout for the Waste Management Subsystem
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WASTE MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM ENGINEERING DATA
UKINE Ct1LLECTInN FnR ALL CABINS
TOTAL
	 T,1TAL ORIME
	 TOTAL URINE TOTAL URINE
MICTUPATI(INS
	 (S(11 I0S+WArEK)	 WATER	 SOLIDS
	(PER/DAY)
	 (iG/UAY)	 (KG/DAY)	 (KG/DAY)
0.1332E 07	 0.7085E 01
	 0.6784E 01	 0.3009E 00
PRESSURE SUIT C()LLCCI	 AIR ENTRAINMENT URINE COLLECTION WITH CONNEC-
TION DEVICE FI1K LAUN0Jv 	 T 111N TO WATER RECOVERY OR STORAGE TANKS
RE-ENTRY ► nR EVA
( NUT INCLUDING OR INC) 	 (COLLECTION  AND TRANSFER UNIT)
WEIGHT	 V1411ME	 WFIGHT	 VOL!JME	 POWER
(KGRAMS)	 00*3)	 (KUPAMS)
	 (M**3r	 (KWATTS)
0.82000 On 0,1440P-02 U.9588E 01 0.1570E -01 0.3235E - 04
REFUSE COLLECTION
COLLt CTIO11 RAGS AND	 STORAGE CONTAINERS
	 DEBRIS RECEPTACLE
STURA1L CONTAINERS
	 WITH REFUSE C(ILLCC-	 (USED WITH AIR CNTRAIN-
(NUT 1NCLODIN6 REFUSE)
	 T1nN BAGS	 MENT FECAL COLLECTOR)
WEIGHT	 VOLUMk	 WF11rHT	 VOLUME
	 WEIGHT	 VOLUME
(K(',RAMS)	 (M**3)	 (KGRAMS)	 (M**3)
	 (KGRAMS)	 (M**3)
0,1440C 02 0.9072E's -01 Oo4497E 03 0.7560E- 01 0.3320E 01 0.9790E -02
FECES fOLLFCTION
TOTAL	 TUTAl, r ECES TOTAL I-ECAL TOTALFECAL NUMOER OF
DLFCCATInN5 (BULKiWATERP nULK AND
	 WATER	 TOILETS
AND S(1L 1()S)	 SOLIDS
(PER nAY)
	 (KC'KAMS/DAY) (KGRAMS/0AY)(KGRAMSI0AY)
00400OF 01	 0.1013E 01 0.5673E 00 4.4457E 00 0,1000E 01
AI R CNTRAINMCNT wIT11 VACUUM DRY ING
(COLLECTION ANU DRYING FOUIPMENT)	 (STORAGE CONTAINERS
PLUS FECES)
WF I,GHT	 V(11 UML
	 1)OWE R	 WE I GHT	 VOLUME
	
(KGRAMS)	 (M**3)	 (KWATTS)	 'KGRAMS)	 (M**3)
0.2994E 02 0.762OE-01 0.2025E-04 0.3134E 01' 0.3749E 00
EMERGENCY URINE	 PORTABLE VACUUM CLEANER
COLLECTION DEVICE
NOT INCLUDING URINE)	 WEIGHT	 V(3LUME	 POWER
WEIGHT	 VOLUME	 (KGRAMS)	 (M**3)	 (KWATTS)(KGRAMS)
	
( M**3)
0.1183E 01 0.1533E-07	
0.4320E 01 0.1054E-01 0.1800E-01
Figure 3.24 (concluded). Sample Engineering Printout for the Waste Management Subsystem
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CO2 REDUCER
CABIN NO. 1 42.5179 0.1043 0.2214
CABIN NO. 2 42.5179 0.1043 0.2214
LIQUID ELECTROLYSIS
CABIN NO. 1 22.3104 0.0695 0.6039
C AB IN NU. 2 22,3486 0.0696 096060
B
1
i
1
1
1
ATMOSPHERE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM ENGINEERING DATA
THE AIRLUCK IS USED	 30 TIMES
FINAL PRESSURE OF 090100 KG PER SQUARE CM,
THE AIRLOCK PLIMP HAS AN EFFICIENCY OF 	 30.00 PER CENT
THE AIRLUCK OPERATIONS REQUIRE
0.248682E 01 KGS OF OXYGEN
0.217597E 01 KGS OF DILUENT
0.103417E-02 KILOWATTS OF ELECTRICAL POWER
0,703792E 01 KGS OF PUMP WEIGHT
CO 2 REDUCIION I5 USED
THE EFFICIENCY OF THE, UNIT IS 1.0000
THE EQUIPMENT WEIGHTS, VOLUMES AND POWER REQUIREMENTS
FIXEU
	
FIXED
WF I I',HT	 VOLUMF	 POWER
KILOGRAMS
	
CUBIC MPTERS	 KILOWATTS
THE FALLOWING ACS RATES WERE DETERMINED KGS PER HfIUR
CABIN NUMBER HYDRAGEN
	
VENT CO 2	 VENT VAPOR ELECT H2O
1 n.24029131E-02 0.00000000E-39 0.00000000E-38
2 0.24379189E-02 0.00000000E-38 0.000000n0E-38
LJQUIn ELEC	 H2O CARBON	 (SOLID) Cn 2 REDUCED
1 0.87703697E-01 0.22025926E-01 0.80761.364E-01
2 0.88018751E-01 0.22025826E-01 0.80761364E-01
Y
TILE	 EQUIPMENT	 HEAT i{IADS(KW)	 ARE -
CO 2 RED	 CO 2 RFD	 LIQ ELECT LIQ ELECT
CABIN NO. LIQUID	 ATMUS LIQUID ATMGS
1 0,202 0.286	 0.235 0.026
2 0.202 0.286	 0.236 0.026
Figure 3.25. Sample Engineering Printout for the Atmosphere Control Subsystem
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ATMOSPHERIC CONSTITUENT STORAGE
THE NORMAL	 NITROGEN IS STORED IN HIGH*PRESSURE*** SPHERICAL******* TANKIS)
THE 3 TANK(S) EACH HAVE A
DIAMETER OF	 0.422 METERS
L/D RATIO OF
	 1.000
WEIGHT OF
	 50.265 KILOGRAMS
vnLUME OF	 0.039 CUBIC METERS
TOTAL WEIGHT AND VOLUME IS	 150.795 KILOGRAMS AND
	 0.118 CUBIC METERS
THE TOTAL POWER I5
	
090000 KILOWATTS
THE EMERGENCY
	 OXYGEN	 IS.STORED IN HIGH*PRESSURE*** SPHERICAL******* TANK(S)
THE 2 TANK W EACH HAVE A -
DIAMETER OF	 0.579 kETERS
L/D RATIO OF	 1.000
WEIGHT OF113o@0 04 KILOGRAMS
VOLUME OF	 09102 CUBIC METERS
TOTAL WEIGHT AND VOLUME IS	 347.603 KILOGRAMS AND
	 0.204 CUBIC METERS
THE TOTAL POWER IS
	 04000 KILOWATTS
THE EMERGENCY	 NITROGEN IS STORED IN HIGH*PRESSURE*** SPHERICAL****** TANK(S)
THE 2 TANK(S) EACH HAVE A
DIAMETER OF	 0.618 METERS
L/D RATIO OF	 1.000
WEIGHT OF	 157.550 KILOGRAMMS
VOLUME OF	 0.123 CUBIC METERS
TOTAL WEIGHT AND VOLUME IS
	 315.100 KILOGRAMS AND
	 0.247 CUBIC METERS
THE TOTAL P[WER IS
	
0.0000 KILOWATTS
Figure 3.25 (concluded). Sample Engineering' Printout for the Atmosphere. Control Subsystem
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** FonD SUPPLY SUBSYSTEM
ENGINEERING DATA
MASS PALANCE RESULTS (KG/DAY)
r>
WASTE M ATERIALS CAKRUN DIOXIDE FECAL MATTER URINE SOLIDS
WASTE AVAILABLE 3.87655 11011,06 0090085
WASTE PRUCCSSED 0000000 0100000 0100000
i
PROCESSUR PKODUCIS C0an OXYGEN CA98ON
0000000 040000 0000000
FOnD SUBSYSTEM CHARACTEkISTICS
r0no PROCESSQR WFIGHT VOLUME POWER
KG CU METERS KW
i 0100000 0100000 0100000
A FonD MANAGEMENT
FACILI	 ICS WEIGHT VOLUME POWER
KG CU METERS KW
6.52000 1.68555 0.00800
FOOD ANn EXPEND 263.40279 1051315
***** WATER SUPPLY .SUBSYSTEM *****
o
i
j
WATER RECOVERY
WATER SOURCE METHOD OF WATER RECOVERY	 RECOVERY EFFICIENCY
URIN****** CLOSED *AIR*EVAP ** 	0.9500000
CONDENSATE CLOSFO*AIR*EVAP**	 0.9500000
Q0Q0000000 000000Q000QOnoQ
	
060000000
WASH*WATFR CLOSED*AIK*EVAP**	 0.9500000
RECOVFRY UNITS
WATER SOURCE FIXED WC	 EXPEND WT	 FIXED VOL
(KG)
	
(KG)
	 (CU
	
M)
URINE 11.5414	 10.6854	 0.1322
CUNDENSATC 10.3832
	
1.9958
	
0.1163
FECAL WATER 0.0000	 010000	 0.0000
WASH WATER 15.2979	 494325	 0.1525
RFC,UVEKY COOL ING LOOP LOAD	 09749 KW
RECOVERY HEATING L(IOP LOAD
	 0.700 KW
127.1843
	
KGS OF STORED WATER SUPPLIED FOR EACH RESUPPLY
WATER
	 STORAGE: TANKS
TYPE
	 -	 SPHERICAL_
NO OF TANKS	 TC)TAL VOL	 VOL PER TANK
	
TOTAL WT	 NT PER TANK
(CU	 M)	 (CU	 M)	 (KG)	 (KG)
3 0.1939	 090613	 9.9649	 3.3283
Figure 3-26. Sample Engineering Printout for the Food Supply and Water Subsystems
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THFRMAL CONTROL S J ";SYSTEM SUNAOUTINE
AT"InSPHFRTC	 PURIFICAriUN LOOP
CAKIN NV
	 1
VOL DUCTS'	 WT DUCTS	 VOL COND	 WT CONO	 VOL SLOWER
(CU	 M)	 (KG)	 (CU	 M)	 (KG)	 (CU M)
0.0440	 5.4347	 0.000E	 0.8878	 090028
VOL COMPR	 WT CUMPR	 COMPR POWER	 BLOWER POWER
	
aEPARATQR VOL
(CU	 M)	 (KG)	 (KG)	 (KG)	 !Cu M) "?
000021	 0.9298	 0.0975	 0.0646	 0.0034
CABIN NUMdFR	 CA41N H.X. WT.	 H.X.	 FAN WT,	 HoX, FAN POWER
(KG)	 (KG)	 (KW)
1	 0.7907E 01	 0.7142E 00	 0.1268E 00
2	 0.1741E 01
	
0.1370E 01	 0.4407E 00
CABIN MUMBFR	 H.X.	 DESIGN LOAD	 H.X. NORMAL LOAD	 VENT. FAN WT. ?
(KW)	 (KW)	 (KG)
1	 001059F 01	 0,8143E	 00	 0.1108E	 02
2	 0.2670E 01	 0.2424E 01	 0.2297E 02
LIQUIO COOLING LOOP ='
COLD LEV.	 FLnW ,	MED.	 LEV.	 FROM HX	 MED,	 LEV,	 FROM PMP
(KG/14R)
	
(KG/HR)
	
(KG/HR)
0.8875E 03	 0.2124E 03	 0.2409E 03 ;F
WARM L( v.	 rRo)M Pp1P	 WARM LEV.	 FI.UW	 WARM LEV.	 BYPASS
(KG/HR)	 (KG/HR)	 (KG/HR)
0.0000-38	 0.1126€ 03
	
0.1228C 04
WARM	 LEV.	 HT LOAD	 COLA) LEV.	 TEMP	 IN	 MED.	 LEV, TEMP	 IN
(KW)
	
(DEG K)	 (DEG K)
0,13101'	 01	 0.2775E 03
	
0.2814E 03
MED.	 LEV.	 PR DROP	 WARM LEV,	 PR DROP	 PIPING PR DROP
(KG/SO-CM)	 (KG/SQ-CM)
	
(KG/SQ-CM)
0.9966L 00
	 0.9897E-01	 0.4977E-01
PIPING WEIGHT	 F(.X.	 HT LCIAD	 H.X.	 H2O FLOW
(KG)	 (KW)	 (KG/HR)
%K{
0.4470E 0?
	
0.1468E 02	 0.1.100E 04
PUMP PnWFR
	
SYSTEM WEIGHT	 SYSTEM VOLUME
(KW)	 (KG)	 (Cu	 M)
0.2667E 00
	
0.1 ?.88E 03	 0.1516E 00
F
BOILFR HT L(IAD	 BOILER WEIGHT	 BOILER VOLUME
(KW)	 (KG)	 (CU M)
0.3090E 01	 0.7602F 01	 0.8653E-02
r	 Figure 3-27. Sample Engineering Printout for the Thermal Control Subsystem
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RAD'IATUR FOR THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
TUBE DIAMETER	 TUBE SPACING	 EFFECTIVE WEIGHT	 FIXED WEIGHT
(METERS) (METERS)	 (KG)	 (KG)
0.0195 0.9154	 213.5422	 161+3623
TORE WEIGHT	 FLUID WEIGHT	 ARMOR WEIGHT	 PUWER WEIGHT
(KG) (KG)
	
(KG)	 (KG)
82.0516 78.0217	 0.0000	 7003920
REYNOLDS NO. FLOW	 PRESSURE DROP	 PUMP POWER
(KG/HR)	 (KG/CM2)	 (KW)
56153.1748 51160032	 0.4350	 0.1154
PASS/TUBE	 NO OF TUBES	 ARMOR THICKNESS	 ADDED STRUCTURE
(METERS)	 (KG)
1. 4.53
	
0010000	 -000000
INLET TEMP	 DUFLET TEMP	 SINK TEMP	 CONVECT TEMP DROP
(DEG K) (DEG K)	 (DEG K)	 (DEG 9_)
284.9992 277.5000	 239.0000	 0.6841
AREA EXTRA AREA	 HEAT REJECTED	 RAO EFFECTIVNESS
(So M) (SO M)	 (KW)
86.0606 0.0000	 11.5872	 0.0766
L1QU70 HEATING LOOP
HIGH LEV.
	 FLOW MF04	 LEV, FROM HX	 MED.	 LEV. FROM PMP
(KG/HO (KG/HR)
	 (KG/HR)
0.8217E 0,0000E-38	 0.4000E-38
LOW LEVEL FROM PrI' LOW L£iJEI FLOW
	 tt7W LEVEL BYPASS
(KG/HR) (KG/HR)
	 (KG/HR)
0.0000E-38
LOW LEVEL HT LOAD
0,2415E 02	 0.5801E 02
HIGH LEV,	 TEMP	 IN	 MED.	 LEV.	 TEMP IN
(KW) (DEG K)
	 (DEG K)
0.7004E 00 0.4500E 03
	 0.4357E 03
MED.	 LEV. PR DROP LOW LEVEL PR DROP	 PIPING PR DROP
(KG/SO-CM) (KG/SQ-CM)	 (KG/SQ-CM)
0.5000E-01 0.2000E-01
	 0.2735E-01
PIPING WEIGHT H.X,. HT LOAD	 H.X.' N20 FLOW
(KG) (KW)	 (KG/HR)
0.3269E 01 0,2472E 01	 0.8217E 02
PUMP POWER SYSTEM WEIGHT	 SYSTEM VOLUME
(KW) (KG)
	
(CU M)
0.9493E-02 0.1296E 02
	 0.5693E-02
e
Figure 3.27 (concluded). Sample Engineering Printout for the Thermal Control Subsystem
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!****#	 CREW AND CREW SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM ***
'^********** EQUIPMENT ****
WF IGHT VOLUME
KG CU M
FIRST	 AII ► 	 /	 MEDICAL
LIVING AREA 0.129E 03 0.280E 01
PFRsnNAL
	 ITEMS
LIVING AREA 0.472E 02 0.121E 01
INSTRUWITS AND LUNIRULS
LIVING AREA 0.349E 03 0 . 296E 00
SPACF	 SUITS	 AND	 C1.0111ING
LIVING AREA 0,590E 03 0939SE 01
LVA SUPPnRT
LIVING AREA 0.599E 03 0.221E 01
*****?****** CREW ACCOMMODATIONS SUBSYSTEM
********** EOUIPMENT ***
WEIGHT
	 VOLUME
KG	 CU M
INSTRUMENTS AND CUNTRLILS
LIVING AREA	 0.195E 03
	 0.114E 00
LIVING P
 WORK, AND RECREATION
LIVING AREA	 0.242E 03	 0.955E 01
GRAVITY CONDITIONING
LIVING AREA	 0,544E 03
	 0.410E 02
ra
x
s
k,
^ R
w
t
	
f	 I
	
^^	 1
	
> t 	 I
i
1,	„1
g
Figure 3.28. Sample Subsystem Printout for the Crew and Crew Support and Crew Accommodations Subsystems
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w*	 * ** 4ASTE MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM	 *
+#'* EQUIPMENT*
WEIGHT VOLUME
KG CU M
NURMAL	 Crl 1	 REMfiVAI
CABIN NO.	 1 0.626E 02 0.290E 00
CABIN NUe 2 0.626E 02 0.390E 00
EMERGENCY CO 2 REMC1VAl
CABIN MO,	 1 0.615E 01 0.144E UG
LAUIN NO, 2 01615E 0 1 01 144 E 00
EMERGENCY MISCELLANk:t7US
SUBSYSTEM 0.349E 01 0.353E-02
` TRACE	 CONTAMINANt'.
CABIN NO,	 1 0.206E 02 0.354E-01
CABIN NOo 2 0.206E 02 0.354E-01
URINE. COLLECTION
FECAL AND DEBRIS COLLEC7IUN
VEHICLE 01104E 02 01171E-01
VEHICLE 01376E 02 0.965E-01
SPARES SUBSYSTEM 0013sE 03 0.246E 00
ACCUMULATED MATERIAL
URINE Oo931E 02 0.162E-01
FECAL - DEBRIS 0.763E 03 0.450E 00
******** FOOD SUPPLY SUBSYSTEM *«*f***
*^******* EQUIPMENT**
WEIGHT VOLUME
KG CU M
PROCESS AND STORAGE
VEHICLE 0.652E 01 0.169E 01
EMERGENCY
VEHICLE 000SE 01 0.746E-01
ACCUMULATED MATERIAL
VEHICLE 0.000E-38
Figure 3.29. Sample Subsystem Printout for the Waste Management and Food Supply Subsystems
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*#* ##*# ATMOSPHERE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM *****
#****# * E0 1JIPMENT 0*0*
WEIGHT VOLUME
KG cu M
IIXYOFN RFCOVERY
CABIN NO*	 1 0#648E 02 0,174E 00
CABIN Nn, 2 006499 02 0.174E 00
AInLACK USAGE
CABIN NN',	 1 00001;•311
CABIN NO, 2 0.7041; 01
ATMfISPHERE CCINSTITUENT STORAGE
NORMAL 0. 542E 02
EMERGENCY Oo6SVE 03 0.450E 00
SPARES
SUBSYSTEM 0.131E 03 0.234E 00
ACCUMULATED MAT0114L
CARBON 0.391E 03
**t******* WATER SUPPLY SUBSYSTEM
**#**#*** EQUIPMENT ####
WEIGHT VUL.JJNE
KG CU N
RECOVERY
VEHICLE 0.372E 02 0.431E 00
STnRAGF
VEHICLE 0.944E 01 0.130E 00
STERILIZA710M
VEHICLE 0.500E 00 0.000E=3a
MISCFLLAPJEOUS
VEHICLE 00550E 01 0.310E-02w
EMFRGENCY
VEHICLE 0059SE 02 0.11-3E 00
SPARFs
SUBSYSTEM 0.834E 02 09-149E 00
ACCUMULATED MATERIAL
RECOVERY 0,704E 02 0.353E 00
	
^1
WATER 0.447E 03 0.447E 00
Figure 3.30.	 Sample Subsystem Printout for the Atmosphere Control and Water Supply S^baystern
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CABIN HEAT EX. AND FAN
i
f
1
J
I
1
I
i
1
I
T
1
I
Z
'► # ***** ** THERM4 CONTROL SUBSYSTEM ******
CABIN NO * 	1
CABIN NO, 2
VENTILATION FAN
CABIN NOo 1
CABIN NO *
 2
ATMOSPHERE PURIFICATION LOOP`
CABIN NO *
	1
CABIN NO *
 2
HEATING LOOP
VEHICLE
NORMAL COOLING LOOP
VEHICLE
EMERGENCY COOLING LOOP
VEHICLE
LSS SPACE RADIATOR
VEHICLE
EXTERIOR THERMAL INSULATION
VEHICLE
SPARES
SUBSYSTEM
EQUIPMENT° ****
WEIGHT	 VOLUME
KG	 CU M
O * B62E 01	 0.472E-01
O ISSE 02
	
0.104E 00
00111E 02	 00505E-01
0 * 226E 02
	 0.103E 00
0 0 965E 01	 0.106E 00
00965E 01
	 0.106E 00
0.130E 02
	 O.562E-02
0.129E 03
	 0.152E 00
0 0 264E 01
	
0.401E-02
0 * 161E 03
0.700E 03
0.363E 03	 00648E 00
******#*****
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3. 4. 1 Emergency Provisions and Spare Parts
,Separate and independent equipment and materials are determined for the
Atmosphere Control., Thermal Control, Waste Management, Water Supply,
and Food Supply Subsystems to meet crew life support requirements during
specified emergency periods. Weight and volume of spare parts are deter-
mined for the Atmosphere Control, Thermal Control, Waste Management
and Water Supply Subsystems to achieve specified reliabilities for each of
these subsystem's. Spares are not determined for the remaining subsystems
because of the lack of reported reliability information and mean time between
failure data for the particular equipment in these subsystems. Emergency
equipment is included in the Crew and Crew Support Subsystem to be used
for emergencies of unspecified duration. Examples of these include fire
extinguishers for use during minor fires and medical diagnostic
instrumentation.
3. 4. 2 Power, Cooling, and Heating Requirements
In addition to sizing Life Support System equipment, expendables, and
accumulated materials, the program also determines electrical power,
cooling, and heating requirements. The electrical power load is imposed on
the Vehicle Power System; the heating load is assumed to be provided either
by waste heat from some vehicle power system, by a separate radioisotope
heater, or by electrical power; and the cooling load is largely accommo-
dated by the space radiator in the Thermal. Control Subsystem. The space
radiator is permitted to cove y.: a specified portion of the available surface
area of each cabin, and depending upon the magnitude of the cooling load,
may require additional vehicle surface area for the space radiator or require
the optional use of a water evaporator in order to achievW adequate heat
rejection capability. Added vehicle structure providing required additional
vehicle surface area is assumed to be obtainable at a specified weight per
unit area. If the optional water evaporator is selected for , supplemental heat
rejection, the total time is specified for operation of the evaporato„ at design
point thermal conditions. It is assumed that the evaporator is inoperative at
all other times, and that the space radiator is sufficient to provide adequate
cooling capability,1
I
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3. 4.3 Metecroid Shielding
Meteoroid shielding is provided at such a thickness to achieve a specified
probability of no penetration of occupied cabin pressure shells. The bene-
ficial contributions of thermal insulation located between the wail inner and
outer structural shells in absorbing, meteoroid impact are included in the
computations. The thickness of the required meteoroid shielding for the
cabin wall is compared with the specified input data value for the cabin
outer shell. If the meteoroid shield thickness is greater than this input
value, the outer shell thickness is sett equal to the meteoroid shield thickness
and the weight addition is determined. The space radiator tubes are assumed
to be attached to the outer structural shell. A redundant set of tubes is 	 z
included to improve the reliability of the radiator. Meteoroid bumpers are
determined for the radiator tubes when the combined thickness of the outer
shell and the radiator tube wall are not sufficient to provide adequate
protection in terms of the specified radiator puncture free reliability. The
	 ^°
radiator meteoroid bumpers are determined after the cabin wall meteoroid
shielding computations are complete; so that the benefit of any required
	 r
increase in outer shell thickness is considered in defining these bumpers.
3. 4. 4 Radiation Shielding'
	 .'
For earth orbital missions, the program determines the required radiation
shielding thickness for protection against geomagnetically trapped radiation
and a specified number of solar flare events. This shielding is determined
so that all the cabin interior volume is protected; that is, the entire exterior
t_
surface area of the occupied cabins is covered. The effectiveness of Life
Support System equipment and materials, as well as other vehicle equipment
and materials, in providing radiation shielding can be determined through
preparation of layout drawings of occupied cabins, and arranging the equip-
ment and materials to achieve adequate shielding for crewmen during eheir
	
w
various activities. The radiation shielding required as determined by the
computer program is based on aluminum.. Shielding weight ratios for other
materials relative to aluminum are given in Volume II of this report. Crew
tour of duty and the permissible dose in REM at the end. of the tour of duty
are specified. A biowell can be sized as an option for use during solar flare
4
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events for earth orbital missions.
	 This biowell becomes attractive when an
a--,^preciable number of solar flare events is specified.
For interplanetary missions a biowell is designed to provide adequate protec-
tion against galactic cosmic radiation as well as solar flare events.
	 For
these missions, the tour of duty is equal to the mission duration unless an
interplanetary rendezvous scheme is planned.
	 Again, Life Support System
equipment and materials can be investigated for applicability as biowell
shielding through the preparation of layout drawings.
	 Weights and volumes
of expendable materials are computed for the launch date (and at resupply
ri
when a resupply period is specified), and weights and volumes of accumulated
materials are computed for the end of the mission.
	 Since these quantities
are normally linear with time, the amounts of expendable and accumulated
materials may be easily determined at any time during the mission.
	 Con-
sideration of different amounts of these materials being available at differ-
T,
ent times will generally be important in investigating schemes for using
these materials as shieldings.
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Section 4
SAMPLE PROBLEMS
Sample problem solutions have been obtained from the H73Z program for
presentation in this section. The input data loadsheets for one of these
sample problems are shown in Figures 3-2 through 3-10. Implications of
key input data in terms of the program's computational logic for sizing life
support systems and determining interactions with other vehicle systems are
discussed. Sample tabular output data for the sample input data are shown in
Figures 3-28 through 3-34, and plots of output data for all sample problems
are shown in Figures 4-1 through 4 -12. The mission and vehicle specifica-
tions for the sample problems are listed in Table 4-1. The sensitivities of
life support system equipment weight and volume, and required power,
heating, and cooling to crew size, mission duration, and ecological closure
are discussed, The sensitivities of total system weights and volumes, includ-
ing expendables, to resupply period (or mission duration for interplanetary
cases) and ecological closure are. shown for a representative crew size.
The life support systems investigated for use in conjunction with these
mission and vehicle criteria were "open", ''partially closed", and "closed"
systems. The required equipment and equipment interactions for these base-
line systems are shown schematically on Figure 3-11, 3-12, and 3-13. As
noted in the Input Data Section, systems of these types are treated in the
computer program through the use of complete sets of "baseline" systems
data specifying selected functional methods for accomplishing various life
g
	 support system functions, mission and vehicle conditions, and equipment
operating characteristics. Life support systems and their corresponding
vehicle interactions are then parametrically determined through perturbing
the baseline specifications. The functional methods and equipment operating
characteristics for the three baseline systems are outlined in Table 4-2. The
partially closed baseline system and a one year orbital mission was used as
the "basic case's for purposes of this discussion and, as such, the presented
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Table 4-1
SAMPLE PROBLEM MISSION AND VEHICLE SPECIFICATIONS
(Wage 1 of 2)
l ,	 Mission :Might path,
a. Earth orbit
164 nmi.
500inclination,
b. Venus flyby.
2. Time periods 1975 Launch Dates.
a, Earth orbit,
Mission durations up to two years.
Resupply periods up to 180 days,
Emergency period of 5 days,
b. Venus flyby.
Mission duration of l year.
3. Grew data,
Percentile -- 50.
Activity level	 1. 5
Diet fat ratio	 0.5.
Wash water — s kg/man-day.
Gravity conditioning, centrifuge required for tours of duty greater
than 180 days,
iTable 4 -1 (Page 2 of 2)
r
r
%S
^t
^f
y
3{
r^
External losses of cabin atmosphere.,
Leakage of 0.45 kg/day (1 3'^) 9 day} for each cabin.
Airlock uses - 30.
Depressurizations - 1 per cabin.
6. Cabin atmosphere.
Total pressure -- 7 Asia,
Oxygen pressure -- 3 1/2 psia; balance nitrogen.
Temperature 294 0K (70. 50F)
Relative humidity - 501o.
Go? pressure - 4 mm Hg.
7. Radiation protection and criteria.
Allowable dosage -- 150 REM.
Tour of duty equal to mission duration.
Solar flares
	
1 each 180 days for earth orbital missions.
- High solar flare activity and . 99 probability of not exceeding
allowable dosage for interplanetary missions.
8. Meteoroid protection.
Probability of no cabin wall, penetration
	
.99.
9,	 Space radiator design criteria.
Thermal loads from systems other than life support;
a, Cold plate s - 8, 2 kW.
b. Added to cabin atmosphere heat load - 1.0 kW.
Percentage of cabin wall used as space radiator 501o.
Radiator emissivity - 0. 925.
Earth orbit sink temperature -. 239 0K (-30oF),
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sample computer program input and owput data are for this case, Emergency
provisions anal 	 parts, vehicle interactions ) qualitative output data, and.
projections of the state-of-the-art are presented for this case. Data for "open"j 
and "closed" systems were similarly developed. Solutions for these baseline
systems thus provided upper and lower limits in terms of ecological closure for
the mission and vehicle conditions specified. Perturbations in selected
functional methods for the "basic case" provided variations in levels of ecologi-
cal closure within the category of partially closed systems. These modifications
are shown in Table 4-3. These various levels of closure of the partially closed
system are indicated in the effects on the sizing of equipment and determinations
of expendables for recovery of 0 2 from CO 2 by techniques which have various
levels of basic recovery efficiency in combination with recovery of water by
a technique which utilizes various sources of waste. water.
As noted in the section, Computational Logic, complete mass balance computa-
tions are performed for the materials consumed by crewmen and the waste
materials which result and must be collected and processed by the life support
system,
For cabin gaseous atmosphere materials, representative cabin leakage and
airlock use rates are included in the determinations of required Q2 and
diluent gas. Cabin repressurizations and emergency period cabin pressuri-
zatioa requirements are accommodated by separate sources of O Z and diluent,
Table 4-3
VARIATIONS IN FUNCTIONAL METHODS USED IN PARTIALLY
CLOSED SYSTEM SAMPLE PROBLEMS
Subsystem	 Function	 Functional Methods
Atmosphere	 CO. reduction	 Basic case — Bosch
Control
Variation — Sabatier with methane dump.
Water supply	 Water	 Basic case — Urine, condensate, and wash
recovery	 water recovered by closed cycle air
evaporation method.
Variation — Condensate only recovered
by closed cycle air evaporation method.
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The space vehicle for this study was considered to include two b,'knarate
occupied cabins. The first of these cabins is considered to serve as a
laboratory area where experirn^nts are performed by crewmen, while the
second cabin serves as the crew living quarters and accommodates thoIie
functions related to this designation. Equipment used for the collection of
urine, feces, and wash water and for water recovery are provided in the
second cabin only. The storage tanks and containers for water and food are
provided in the second cabin, Each cabin is considered to be capable of
being separately pressurized, Cab
i
n temperature and humidity control, CO2
removal, trace contaminants removal, and 0 recovery	 provided indim	 2	 are	 1•
vidually in each cabin, The corresponding equipment in each cabin, however,
is sized to accommodate the total crew and system redundancy with vegard
to these functions is thereby provided.
Cooling and heating requirements are determined for each life support system
component. These individual "loads`' are imposed on a generalized model for
	
I ts c^..Aing ­ and/or heat i ng fluid at various 	 p-teheat transport loops which perm),
	 m
erature levels to be specified for individual components, A space radiator is
si zed to reject to space the life support system cooling load plus any additional
cooling load imposed by other vehicle systerns. This load is imposed on the
cooling loop either through liquid-cooled cold plates and/or through heat rejected
to the ca- bin atmosphere which is cooled by the liquid-cooled cabin heat exchanger
and thereby imposed on the cooling loop.
Figures 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3 show for crew sizes from 4 to 20 men and the "basic
case" system, individual subsystem equipment weigbt, volume, and power for a
1 -year mission. The weights shown do not include the expendable items which
are supplied at 90-day intervals. The Atmosphere Control Subsystem weight
and power characterist i cs are largely due to oxygen recovery equipment with
small weight contributions for the airlock pump and for the atmospheric gas
distribution system and cabin pressure controls, The tanks for expendable
atmospheric gases, as well as the gases themselves, are treated as expendables
and do not appear as " equipment".
The largest weight contribution for the Thermal Contr ol Subsystem is that for
the cabin wall insulation. The cooling loop circuitry provides significant weight
and power contributions. The equipment which are located in the cabins and
involved in temperature and humidity control for the cabin atmospheres tend to
73
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be relatively light but require significant amounts of power. Thermal control
is less sensitive to crew size than are other subsystems, due to the relative
magnitude of the constant non life support system heat load which is imposed on
the cooling system.
Water Supply Subsystem water recovery equipment is considerably lighter and
requires considerably less power than does the oxygen recovery equipment. The
water tankage as well as the water distribution system is included as
"equipment", rather than having the tanks included in the expendable items.
CO2 removal equipment provides the largest contributions in terms of weight,
volume and power for the Waste Management Subsystem, and the other significant
contributors are the trace contaminants removal and urine and feces collection
units,
The Crew/Crew Support and Crew Accommodations Subsystems provide large
contributions of weight and volume. In the Crew/Grew Support Subsystem, such
items as required space suits, clothing, portable life support systems, and
EVA support equipment are important in this regard. Each of the items listed
in Table 3-1 for the Crew Accommodations Subsystem are significant. The
centrifuge which is included for gravity conditioning provides the largest single
contribution in required volume. It requires a volume of 41 m 3 . For purposes
of these sample problems it is assumed that tours of duty greater than 180 days
necessitate a centrifuge, With two exceptions, power requirements for the
equipment in these two subsystems are all intermittent. These two exceptions
are the cabin lighting power included for the Crew Accommodations Subsystem,
and the instrumentation and controls power included for the Crew/Crew Support
Subsystem. For these subsystems only these power requirements are shown on
Figure 4-4.
The Food, Supply Subsystem and the System Control Subsystem contributions are
inherently small.
In obtaining solutions for variations in the 'basic case considered here, it was
,
.Found that equipment in some subsystems are sensitive to mission duration, but
not to ecological closure. The opposite sensitivity was obtained for equipment
in other subsystems. This observation is considered to be true only within the
framework of partially-closed systems and should not be construed to be true
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f	 for other levels of closure. Figure 4- 4, 4--5, and 4-6 show weight, required
volume, and required power sensitivities to mission duration for the applicable
subsystems of Crew/Crew Support, Crew Accommodations, Food Supply, and
System Control.
The above mentioned centrifuge is included for the one and two year missions,
but not for the 90-day mission. The centrifuge itself is assumed to be indepen-
dent of crew size for crew sizes up to 20 men, As can be seen from the weight
and volume data the subtotals for these subsystems are very sensitive to the
inclusion of this device. Otherwise, the sensitivity to mission duration is
considerably less than that due to crew size, The average power shown in
Figure 4 -6 is only that required for the lighting. system, ;;nd for instrumentation
and controls for crew support and these loads are basically a function of crew
size.ff	 I .
Figure 4-7, 4-8, and 4-9 show sensitivities to variations in ecological closure
for the Waste Management, Atmosphere Control, Water Supply, and Thermal
t ^' Control subsystems. The weight variations for these four subsystems with
several levas of closure considered and within the context of partially closed
syster rs, are quite small. As the closure is increased from "Sabatier/
Condensate water recovery" to "Bosch/Condensate, urine, and wash water
recovery" small weight increases occur in the Atmosphere Control, Thermal
Control, and Water Supply Subsystems,
Thermal Control weight must increase due to the increased heat to be rejected.
r ;	 A four-man .open system, without water or oxygen recovery and a four-man
closed system, with nearly full recovery of the wastes, are shown for compara-
tive purposes, The volumes required for these subsystems show greater sensi-
tivity to ecological closure; the most significant factor being the r'41juced volume
required for storage of expendable water as the completeness of wa ger recovery
is increased. Required power also shows significant sensitivity to the level of
closure. The most significant factor is the difference in power required by the
Bosch andSabatier processes for CO2
 reduction.
In Figures 4-1 through 4-9 the effects of ecological closure of the life support
system equipment have been shown. Figure 4- 10 shows expendable and accumu-
lated material rates as determined for various levels of ecological closure.
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Representative material rates for the open and closed systems are included for
comparative purposes. Note that the closed system is not completely closed
since some expendable food is still. required. The large decreases in expendable
and accumulated water rates for increasing completeness of water recovery from
condensate only to recovery from condensate, wash, and urine is highly influ-
enced by the assumed wash water rate of 3, 0 lkg/man day. It is assumed that
the unrecovered wash water is stored. Required wash water rates are presently
considered to be largely a matter of opinion, but the rates shown on Figure 4-10
can be easily modified to include olzher assumed wash water rates,
Figures 4--11 and 4-12 show application of Figures 4-4 through 4-10 systems for
two levels of closure and a crew of four men for a range of resupply periods.
Figures 4-11 and 4-12 show that for these subsystems, the selected equipment
has small direct effect upon weight and volume. However, large differences
between the two systems show up in the expendable requirements, with the
recovery of urine and wash water giving significant savings, The major con-
tribution is the expendable wash water requirement. , Reducing the wash water
allowance would correspondingly reduce the resupply requirements.
Table 4-4 shows the emergency and spare parts provisions for a four-man crew,
one year mission, and the ' . 'basic case'' system. An emergency period of 5 days
was specified and the required emergency equipment and expendable materials
weight and volume indicated are for this period. These expendable type items
are not tabulated with the expendables required for normal operation and are not
considered to 'be normally logistically resupplied. These equipment and supplies
satisfy the crew requirements during the emergency period for the following
emergencies: loss of cabin pressure, failure of the heating circuitry and
failure of the cooling circuitry. The listed miscellaneous collection devices
provide for emergency urine and fecal material collection.
The redundancy provided by specifying the provision for Atmosphere Control
and Waste Management equipment in each of the two cabins is reflected in
reduced spare parts weight required for these subsystems. The Thermal:
Control and Water Supply Subsystems, on the other hazed, _do not include this
redundancy and therefore require proportionally more spares.Fr
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Table 4-4
EMERGENCY AND SPARES PROVISZC.NTS
Four man crew, 1-gear mission, :Basic Case System from 'Fable. 4-2
I.	 Emergency Provisions for 5 day Emergency Period:
Equipment Expendable Material
Weight Volume Weight	 Volume
Subsystem, Items	 (kg) (m3) (kg) (m3)
Atmosphere High pressure 02	24. 151. 0.1
Control and N2 storage
Thermal Water evaporator	 1. 2 0.01 60. 0.06
Control, and stored N20
Waste LiOH for CO 2	8.1 0. 07 27. 0.07
Management removal
Miscellaneous 15. 0.05
collection devices
Water Stored H2 O 117. 0.12
Supply
Food Stored food 10. 0,07
Supply
33.3	 0.08	 380.	 0.47
II. Spare
Provisions:
Reliability	 Subsystem Spares weight Spares volume(m3)(kg)
0.9	 Atmosphere 9.6 0.02
Control
Thermal 124. 0.26
Control
Water Supply 42. 5 0.09
Waste 11.5 0.02
Management
187.6 0.39
0.999
	
Atmosphere 115. 0.24
Control
!i Thermal 3 w54. 0.76
Control
Water Supply 100. 0.20
Waste 129. 0.27
Management
70£x, 1.47
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Data for the basic case system from Table 4-2 were used to characterize life
support systems for a 1 -year duration, 90-day resupply, earth orbital mission
and for a 350-day Venus flyby mission. The results are shown in Tables 4-5
and 4-6. Table 4-5 gives the life support system equipment and expendable
characteristics for each mission, The slight increases in system equipment
weight and volume for the flyby mission are due primarily to increased sizes
for fecal collector canisters, water storage tankage, and food storage facilities.
These increases result from the necessity for the Venus flyby mission toprovide
adequate fecal collectors, water and food for the entire mission. While for the
earth orbital mission, fecal collectors, water, and food are resupplied each
90-days, and resupplying these items reduces the sizes of the required tankage
and storage facilities. The expendable requirements for the two cases are
determined from the expendable rates shown on Figure 4-10,
The vehicle interactions as shown by the weights given in Table 4-6 indicate
rather small differences for the two cases. The very slight increase in
meteoroid shielding for the Venus flyby case is due to the greater net asteroidal
flux imposed on the vehicle for that caza,
Comparing the radiation shielding requirement for the earth orbital case with
the required biowell for the flyby case is difficult since the radiation environ-
ments and the computational procedures are quite different for these two cases.
For the earth orbital case, the shielding thickness is determined for the com-
bined effects of geomagnetically trapped radiation with the superposition of one
Table 4-5
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS FOR EARTH ORBITAL AND
VENUS FLYBY MISSIONS
Four man, Basic Case System from Table 4-2
Earth Orbital
Life Support	 (One year duration,
	 Venus Flyby
System Equipment
	 90 day resupply)	 (350 days)
Weight	 4,310 k	 4, 370 kg
Volume	 64. 1 m?
	 68.2
Power	 4.16 kW
	 4.16 kW
Expendables
Weight
	 685. kg	 2, 660. kg
Volume
	 2.4 m3	 9. 3 m3
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Table 4-6
VEHICLE INTERACTIONS FOR EARTH ORBITAL
AND VENUS FLYBY MISSIONS
Four man crew, Basic Case System from Table 4-2
Earth Orbital(1-year duration,
	 Venus Flyby
90-day resupply)
	 (350 clays)
Meteoroid Shielding	 1, 940 kg added to vehicle 	 20 010 kg added to
outer shell	 vehicle outer shell
Radiation Shielding	 10, 200 kg (3, 380 kg provided	 11, 850 kg biowell
by vehicle wall)
Required Heating	 1. 77 kW	 1. 77 kW
Required Power	 4.16 kW	 4. 16 kW
1
solar flare event each 180 days, The computed shielding thickness required
to control radiation dosage to 150 REM at the end of the mission is applied
to the outer surface area of the occupied compartments in determining the
total shielding weight. The existing structural walls of these compartments,
including the additional meteoroid shielding, contribute 3, 380 kg toward the
total required radiation shielding weight. Life support system equipment,
other vehicle systems equipment, expendables, and accumulated materials
can also be construed to participate in providing shielding, However, design
layout drawings are considered to be at3cessary in fully evaluating the effec-
tiveness of these items in contributing to the shielding. These drawings
would indicate the distribution of equipment and materials in the v ehicle so
as to distribute the mass of the various items as uniformly as possible about
the vehicle walls while not locafitn..r, them so that ,
 operations and maintenance
of vehicle systems are jeopardized.
For the Venus flyby mission, the biowell is sized for a maximum solar flare
activity based on the data obtained from, the 1951-1961 solar cycle. The
shielding thickness requiredA to control the radiation dosage to 150 REM at
the end of the mission is based on statistical determinations, The vehicle
structural wall is not considered to be heavy enough to effectively contribute
to the shielding for this r., ase. The biowell is considered to be a rather com-
pact, thick walled, enclosure located within the vehicle. It is just large
85
enough to accommodate all of the crewman and to permit comfortable ingress
of each crewman. The shield for the biowell for the Venus flyby mission is
distributed over a much smaller surface area than is the shielding for the
earth orbital case.
I
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Section 5
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A computational tool has 'been developed which can be used to size and
describe life support systems. This information, can then be used in tradeoff
evaluations. Life support systems can be defined with r^aspect to mission
duration, and crew size. Additionally, the 'life support systems can be
characterized with respect to system variables such as ecological degree
i	 of closure and the selected types of equipment for performing particular
;K functions. Emergency and spares provisions can be determined. Vehicle
interactions such as required meteoroid and radiation shielding, required
electrical power, and required heating can also be computed.
Sensitivities of life support system, equipment weight, volume, and required
r	 power to crew size, mission duration, and degree of ecological closure have
Y -2 been presented for sample problems. Partially closed life support systems
were emphasised in these computed results. In the assessment of computer
1T	 program output data for a categorical Level of ecological closure (open,
partially closed, or closed) for these sample problems it was found that
subsy item equipment was manly dependent upon only two of 'the above
variables (either crew size and mission duration or crew size and varia!;ions
in selected functional methods for achieving the categorical level of closure).
This reduction from three to two independent variables significantly facili-
tated deriving sensitivity evaluations from the output data. The computer
program results indicated, for a partially closed level of closure, that the
subsystem equipment most sensitive to crew size were those for Crew/ Crew
Support, Crew Accommodations, Waste Management, and Atmosphere Con-
trol. For partially closed systems, the major mission duration dependent
subsystem equipment are assigned to the Crew/Crew Support, Crew
9,.
Accommodations, Food Supply and System. Control subsystems, The closure
dependent subsystem equipment are assigned to the Atmosphere Control,
Thermal Control, Water Supply, and Waste Management subsystems.
y	 ;.
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It has been shown that parameterized equipment char acteri.st c s and
required expendable materials can b easily combined for variations in such
variables as crew size, mission duration, and resupply period to obtain
complete life support system characteristics.
In addition to crew ,size, mission duration, and level of closure some other
variables w.b ch life support system equipment are known to be sensitive to
include; limited available cabin volume, limited available vehicle surface
area for space radiators, number of cabins, crewmen activity levels, avail-
ability of waste heat, cabin atmosphere leakage, required maintainability
and spares provisioning, crew percentile, crew diet, and required wash
water. The sensitivity of life support system equipment to these variables	 M,
can also be evaluated with the developed computer program..
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